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Tim

Stevens

I live at 89 Dow Drive (recently moved into our house summer of 2018) and
the extended rail trail project will be right in back of my house. While i
welcome the rail trail and I anticipated it would be extended at some point
when i bought/built, i do not want any of the trees in the back of my house
cut down/back to accommodate the 10ft wide rail trail. I assume this will
not happen???? Please confirm. Thanks, Tim Stevens

timstevenssr@gmail.com

89 Dow Drive

Wellfleet

MA

02667

10/23/18 11:50 AM
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Michael

Fisher

Writing as a permanent, full-time resident of Wellfleet, I was very favorably
impressed by last night's presentation of the Wellfleet rail-trail expansion
plan. This bike trail will be a major asset for the town. I look forward to
learning about the details of the plan in future public meetings.

mhfisher@oberlin.edu

15 Richman Lane, Box 2075

Wellfleet

MA

02667

10/23/18 11:53 AM
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Paula

Richman

I am a full-time, permanent resident of Wellfleet who attended the DCR
presentation. I fully support this bike trail extension.

prichman@oberlin.edu

Box 2075

Wellfleet

MA

02667
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shannon

bertrand

Thank you for the information you presented last night regarding the
proposed extension of the rail trail from Lecount Hollow Road to Route 6.

bertrands@nausetschools.org

15 dow drive

15 dow drive

wellfleet

MA

02667

Orleans

MA

02653

My property abuts Old County Road and the rail trail, and as such, I have
concerns.
Your plan shows how the grade would be taken down on either side of Old
County where there are 'hills' so that bikes aren't heading into the road on a
steep down slope.
I need to know exactly how that is going to impact my backyard. What is the
current height of the top of that railroad bed (my backyard), and what will
the end height be based on your proposal? I would like more details please
so that I have a better idea of what my property is going to look like after
your proposed construction.
Shannon
15 Dow Drive

10/24/18 11:42 AM
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Callie

Zaglio

I am in favor of the Cape Cod Rail Trail Wellfleet Extension. As a mom, having calliezaglio@gmail.com
a safer route for children and adults alike is important and beneficial. Not
only will it create easier access to town in the busier months, which will
hopefully in turn, create more business, it will encourage more biking and
hopefully less driving. Everyone seems to support a bike path, but no one
seems to want it, understandably, encroaching on their property. I get that.
But Route 6 is a dangerous road and though more bikers and foot traffic may
cause more congestion, I think the benefits are greater than the drawbacks. I
cringe every time I see someone biking or walking down Route 6 simply
because there is no other alternative for them. If this proposed extension can
make it safer for bikers and pedestrians alike, it makes good sense to me.

45 long view drive
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Amy

Rosenzweig

amyr67@gmail.com
My house on Woodlot Rd. sits a few yards from the rail corridor and utility
lines. As a direct abutter, I am extremely concerned about privacy, noise
pollution, trespassing on our property, and litter. Currently, noise carries
from the trail when individuals are walking their dogs and having
conversations. This will increase by many, many orders of magnitude when
the bike trail is constructed, dramatically affecting what has been a quiet and
peaceful environment for the past 40 years. Given the proximity of the
homes in our subdivision to Duck Pond, there is no doubt that there will be a
steady stream of bikers stopping very close to our property and likely on our
property as well.

75 Woodlot Rd.

Wellfleet

MA

02667

30 Briar Lane

Wellfleet

MA

02667

122 Sharon Street

Medford

MA

02155

Split rail fencing will not prevent trespassing, nor will it create adequate
privacy for abutting homes. Abutters in other communities have requested
higher stockade fencing, and this should be considered here as well and
provided where possible. Abutters in other communities such as Dennis and
Yarmouth have been promised new tree plantings and landscape
maintenance at their property lines, and this should be part of the Wellfleet
design as well. Putting these protective measures in place as part of the
initial design is imperative.

10/25/18 4:21 PM
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Philip

Richardson

I support the bike trail extension that the DCR has proposed for Wellfleet.

blueskyblond@comcast.net

10/28/18 6:05 PM
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Gretchen

Von Grossmann

I am a property owner in Provincetown and look forward to the day when I chisme5@yahoo.com
can bike to Orleans without biking on the shoulder of Route 6 ( an adjacent,
separated path would be fine). Making this bike path connection is
important to residents of Truro and Provincetown, not just Wellfleet. I lived
near the Alewife bike way for years and know that abutters generally had no
issue with it, despite very heavy usage. I do think controls on overflow
parking will be important, and that it can be managed. Thank you for moving
this forward.
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Rebecca

Noble

rbrodwick@gmail.com
This is the broader impact the parking lot at the trail terminus will have on
the Wellfleet community:
1.Recently a young cyclist died directly across from the proposed trail
terminus as a result of a motor vehicle traffic accident. Adding a parking lot
and increased vehicle traffic to this section of Route 6 will only make
conditions here more dangerous.
2.The addition of a bus stop to the trail terminus will increase traffic
congestion and be a threat to cyclists, motorists and those abutting residents
with curb cuts nearby.
3.A quick survey of elevations along the length of the proposed parking area
and picnic area will quickly show that extensive excavation will be required to
fully develop the 80 foot right of way necessary to provide space for the
proposed terminus development. There are both high banks and low
depressions.
4.The southwestern most corner of the proposed parking development
contains a depression continuing onto 2480 State Highway where a drainage
right of way is already developed and exists servicing the state highway.
Changes in grade required by the terminus development may affect this
drainage improvement.
5.Drainage conditions for 2480 State Highway will likely be significantly
changed by the excavation necessary to develop the trail terminus parking lot
and could possibly effect State Highway drainage.
6.The intended function of the parking lot as bike trail access will likely be
superseded by other traffic and parking demands presented by Wellfleet's
summer tourism market. This parking lot offers quick access to Duck Pond, a
popular swimming destination and currently the subject of National Seashore
Conservation efforts. Wellfleet ocean beaches are another source of parking
lot use and traffic. Commercial retail development directly North of the
parking lot is another likely source of parking lot use and traffic.

2480 State hwy

Wellfleet

MA

02667
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Jane

Geisler

Biking and the train was the transportation used by me and my relatives on cschlentner@gmail.com
Cape Cod. Now the cars far outnumber bicyclists. I certainly support bike
trails as they are much more enjoyable than biking the edges of busy roads.
The town of Wellfleet desperately needs a transportation and pedestrian
improvement plan to blend into the proposed bike trail which ends at the
Route 6. A pedestrian crosswalk and light at the new rotary will back up
traffic for miles. That is not a solution. Having a parking lot on route 6 is not
the solution as people want to bike forward and enter Wellfleet. Also the
parking lot will be abused by people that want to do other activities..How can
people bike forward to another destination safely? Think of route 6 as white
water rapids and the bike trail as a placid canoe river. Something has to be
done for safety.How about an overpass and a connection to Uncle Tim's
Bridge..????Old timers have done that route to walk or bike into Wellfleet
.Remember this trail is also going to be used by pedestrians and not just
bikers.Until a safe plan is figured out, the bike trail should end at the
campgrounds. or with parking on the power line near the senior center.
Having a completed bike trail from Provincetown to Sagamore Bridge would
also serve as a route for emergency vehicles when the already overcrowded
route 6 becomes a snarled traffic jam.This has happened many times
especially in the South Wellfleet area where Cape Cod is the
narrowest.Maybe people would be more willing to donate land for the
completed trail if they thought of this bike trail as a dual purpose emergency
vehicle route .Also different funding could be accessed for this emergency
vehicle route.
Sincerely,
Jane Cole Geisler ( a biker since the 1930's)

185 Paine Hollow Road

South Wellfleet MA

02663
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brent

harold

I've lived in WEllfleet for several decades and have followed the attempts to kinnacum@gmail.com
extend the Rail Trail and find a smooth route to Provincetown. In my opinion,
the extension proposed to a parking lot to be created on Route 6 , affording
about 5 minutes of additional biking, is not the way. As many who know the
situation have said, encouraging and enabling people to make it to that spot
on an already dangerously strerssed road will only make things worse.

165 Old Long Pond Road

wellfleet

MA

02667

23 Corn Hill Landing

Truro

MA

02666-0942

214 Bradford St

Provincetown MA

Being conversant, as I say, with the long (long) conversation about how
better to bike to Ptown, my conclusion is that the status quo--eg, up
Lecounts to Ocean View Drive, and various scenic routes through WEllfleet
and Truro, with a short stretch on 6-- is as good as it's going to get. If it
discourages some from making the trip, all the better. This part of the world
will not be better off for greater numbers of visitors.
Brent Harold

10/31/18 12:52 AM

10/31/18 2:45 PM
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Rik

Pinker

Excellent plan. i've been cycling in Wellfleet for 30 years, and this would be a pinker@wjh.harvard.edu
most welcome enhancement. On to Truro and Ptown!
And by the way, how about fixing Meadow Trail? It's overgrown and unsafe.

Ahlberg

rikahlberg@mac.com
I am writing to express my wholehearted support for the extension of the
Cape Cod Rail Trail as proposed. Every effort to continue the trail toward
Provincetown is a step in the right direction, and this extension provides a
comfortable, off-road route that will help reduce conflict with motor vehicles
and decrease congestion along this busy stretch Route 6. If there is an
opportunity for a more environmentally sensitive surface rather than hot-mix
asphalt, I'd prefer to see that since this trail is immediately adjacent to
protected species habitat. Thank you for considering my comments as you
evaluate how the project will move forward.

02657
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Ken

VanTassell

Very excited about this extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail ! Any addition
that gets more people into a safe off road situation is great. All for it !!

11/1/18 11:55 AM
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Nicholas

Ryan

11/1/18 2:04 PM
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Anna

kenwvt@gmail.com

57 Clipper Ln

Dennis Port

MA

02639

nhcryan@gmail.com
I fully support the extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail. I am a summer
resident and taxpaying property owner in Provincetown, MA (since March of
2002).

11 Carnes Lane

Provincetown MA

02657

Benson

Please extend the bike path to Provincetown. The old rail trail exists. There cassbenson@me.com
is no safe way to ride a bike beyond Wellfleet. I got it my kids to ride on 6 or
6a

6 Johnson streey

Provincetown MA

02657

Murphy

This extension is so important not only for visitor to the National Sea shore
but the many families on the lower cape who benefit from these visitors
tourist dollars. We talk about job creation in the outer cape and this is a
prime example of how jobs can be created without a huge environmental
impact. Please support this extension.

annakbeaton@yahoo.com

283 South

Harwich

MA

02645

howl@comcast.net

5 Windigo Lane

North Truro

MA

02652

Anna B Murphy
02645
11/1/18 4:04 PM
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William

Hildreth

I am wholeheartedly in favor of this bike trail extension. I live in Truro, a bit
past this extension, and would love an easier connection to the rest of the
rail trail bike paths on the mid cape. I think it would also improve both
vehicle and bicycle safety by taking many bikes off route six through
Wellfleet.

PO Box 308
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Linda

S.

watch4979-beach@yahoo.com

As a member of the Wellfleet Hills Assoc. with 35 homes off Cahoon Hollow
Rd, I am concerned about the proposed Wellfleet bike extension ending on
RT.6 to continue across the Cahoon Hollow intersection on Rt. 6 to the
Wellfleet lights. I am not opposed to the bike path, if it was clear that it
ended at Rt. 6 or had a different route away from Rt. 6. At two Cape Cod
Commission information mtgs. a few years ago, all 35 people present
preferred the Long Pond Road access to the center of Wellfleet (where there
is an overpass) vs. RT. 6.
In the effort to make the area more accessible for bikers we are sacrificing
the safety of all, including car passengers. The section of RT. 6 where the
bike path extension will end on Rt 6 to the traffic lights is approx .3 miles. In
that section of Rt 6 there are 9 curb cuts with traffic turning on and off Rt. 6
on the East side and 7 on the West side. Anyone familiar with this section of
the road knows how dangerous it is especially June thru Oct. as so many
visitors are not familiar with the roads and traffic patterns. Adding a bike
lane where bikers will NOT have to stop, is creating circumstances for some
serious accidents or fatalities, more so than Wellfleet has already seen.
I suggest that if the current plan continues, that there be no BIKE LANE in
this section of Rt. 6, but designate a BIKE PATH that requires bikers to stop at
the intersections on the short .3 mile stretch or walk their bikes so that traffic
turning and entering will be safer.
The ideal situation is to have a pedestrian/bike overpass across Rt 6 to
access Wellfleet Center or to extend the bike path along the power lines as in
other towns. We are often close to gridlock at the lights and have gridlock
when there are accidents. Why is it so impossible to make safer adaptations
for one of the worst stretches of road on Rt 6 and the worst stretch of road
in the town of Wellfleet?
This is not "elitist", accidents will not discriminate.

30 Major Doane Rd.

Wellfleet

MA

02667
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Patrick

Bibbins

I've been keeping tabs on this project for some years now and I believe it will patbibbins@gmail.com
be of great benefit to not only the town of Wellfleet, but to many others who
come from all over the world to visit this most unique and beautiful part of
Cape Cod.

77 Stanley Ave

Medford

MA

02155

555A Commercial Street

Provincetown MA

02657

I've ridden all over our state and the section of Rt. 6 that this route will
bypass is one of my least favorite. Drivers speed on it, many are not familiar
with the area and there's plenty of drinking and driving going on. Providing
an alternate route, away from high speed traffic makes a lot of sense.
With the CCRT and the National Seashore trails the Cape attracts a lot of
families and less experienced riders. For the most part they do just fine, but
it's all too easy for them to venture out on a ride and find themselves in
situations they may not have the experience, skills or knowledge to safely
navigate. Filling in the gaps between trails with projects like this is needed to
create a true bike travel network.
There's too much car traffic on the Cape already. We need to provide
practical transportation alternatives for people who work and visit. This
project helps achieve that by providing a good commuter route and by
making it attractive for vacationers to come by ferry or train and then ride to
their lodgings.

11/2/18 2:12 AM
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Steven

Tompkins

sctompkins@mac.com
I am in full support of the proposed extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail Eastern extension to Wellfleet. The rail trail is important because of the many
bicycle riders on the Cape, especially during the summer tourism season. It
provides a safe way for riders to enjoy the beauty of the Cape, keeping
people off of the busy & dangerous Rt 6. In fact, the extension would be even
better if it was completed all the way into Provincetown.
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David

Nergararian

dukeman7778@hotmail.com

1 Andover rd

Holden

MA

01520

11/2/18 6:23 AM
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Wendy

Loughlin

Please extend the bike trail. So many locals and tourists alike would get such wendylouhglin@yhaoo.com
pleasure and knowledge from riding all the way to Provincetown one day.

9 Point Street

Provincetown MA

02657

11/2/18 7:24 AM
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Karen

Wallace

As a Wellfleet resident, I support this extension!

kdw918@hotmail.com

240 Old Chequessett Neck Rd

Wellfleet

MA

02667

11/2/18 8:03 AM
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stephen

brown

Yes, please extend the CCRT all the way to Provincetown. Take back by
eminent domain those properties that were sold or released from State
control, rebuild the old railroad bridge in Truro. This would be the most
amazing rail trail in the world when it gets connected to the Provincetown
dunes bike trail.

ginkgo@greatcape.com

2624 main st

brewster

MA

02631

Wellfleet

MA

02667

p.o.box 1206

Thank you. Stephen Brown, Brewster, Ma. an abutter to the CCRT.
11/2/18 8:55 AM
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Edward

Lupien

eddyatgilbane@aim.com
I am for this extension of the bike path. I live in Wellfleet and work in
Provincetown. Driving route 6 everyday I see bikers so close to terrible car
accidents. They shouldn't have to ride along the highway. It's not safe. I live
right on the bike path outside of Marconi beach. It is highly used and enjoyed
by so many.

111 Spring Brook road
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Virginia

Sverid

We see so many people biking the rail trail here in Wellfleet. Our family
owns the Southfleet Motor Inn and many of our guests use our
complimentary bikes or bring their own. The extension proposed is a great
project. Hope we can create one all the way to Provincetown.

info@southfleetmotorinn.com

999 state highway route 6

11/2/18 9:54 AM
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David

Warner

Please add the 2 mile extension to this rail trail - as a cape cod visitor and
father, having a safe place for healthy, active pastimes is a core aspect of
families travel and tourism choices, and no one spends more at restaurants
than hungry cyclists!

david.james.warner.iv@gmail.com

11/2/18 10:01 AM
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Craig

Surette

I support the rail trail extension.

11/2/18 10:34 AM
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Sharon

Bunn

I support the Extension of the Cape Cod Raul Trail. Please, support funding
this project in full so that locals and tourists - and you know how truly vital
they are to Cape Cod's economy - can enjoy it.
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Dan

11/2/18 11:33 AM

P.O.Box 217

South Wellfleet MA

02663

56 Iffley Road

Jamaica Plain

MA

02130

kraig109@gmail.com

19 Bowers Ave

Tyngsboro

MA

01879

sbunn7451@gmail.com

PO Box 566

Provincetown MA

02657-0566

61 Bolton St. #203

Cambridge

02140

Thank you,
Sharon Bunn
Year-round Provincetown resident
Harrington

dth9269@yahoo.com
As an occasional visitor to Cape Cod and an enthusiastic user of bicycle rail
trails everywhere, I very much support this effort and encourage its
completion. We have camped several times in Nickerson State Park and
ridden our bikes up to the National Seashore on the trail, and on roads as far
as Nauset Light. It would be wonderful to have the option to bike camp our
way up the trail from Brewster to Wellfleet to Provincetown, and back.

MA
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Mary

Gaughan

I'm writing to support the extension of the rail trail. Thousands of people will megaughan@gmail.com
benefit from this every year. They will have a safer, more pleasant way to
travel and explore the outer Cape.

11/2/18 1:24 PM
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Christopher

Hughes

I'm in favor of extending the bike trail north. In the past, I frequently rode
from Orleans to Truro and was always disappointed when I was forced onto
Route 6 after the bike trail ended. Extending the trail would be a great
improvement to safety for cyclists.

cjhughes@acm.org

37 St. Paul Street #2

Brookline

MA

02446

18 Crestview Drive

Westborough MA

01581
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William

Schineller

bschineller@yahoo.com
The Cape Cod Rail Trail is an excellent amenity on the Cape, enjoyed by
pedestrians, rollerbladers, and cyclists including myself.
Has a partnership between electric ratepayers and DCR been considered to
pay for the Wellfleet Extension?
ISO-NewEngland's geographic diagram of high voltage Transmission lines in
the region indicates that only a single line exists between Orleans and
Wellfleet.
If a new transmission line were constructed along this corridor, it would in
some way conceivably increas electric reliability to the region. Costs for
clearing, leveling, trenching, design, legal and environmental work could be
absorbed by electric ratepayers. The result could be a multi-use, alternative
transportation, recreation, and utility truck path.
On balance this might be best for the region.
For-profit, so-called 'public' utilities such as Eversource Energy could facilitate
the flow of power and funds.
I would urge that DCR create some slides describing such an arrangement as
a Public-Private Partnership with 'Private Investment', and present them to
the municipalities and groups of Friends on Cape Cod, before committing to
the use of actual taxpayer funds or donations from 501c(3) charitable
advocacy groups.
If new high voltage transmission would not benefit the region, then rerouting the proposed trail extension to follow underneath existing overhead
transmission lines is another option wothe strong consideration and
presentation to by Commissioner Roy at a public forum.
The ISO-NE transmission diagram may be found here https://www.isone.com/static-assets/documents/2016/07/New-England-GeographicDiagram-Transmission-Planning-Through-2026.pdf

I would prefer to see the Wellfleet Extension to CCRT implemented without a
transmission line, but understand that Eversource and Reliability
justifications allegedly open the door for 'free money' and a way around local
environmental concerns.

37 Jarman Road

Sudbury

MA

01776
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Carol

Magher

The extension of the CCRT to RT 6 and the planned construction of a parking bcmagher@aol.com
lot should be abandoned and a new plan for Wellfleet Center must be
explored. The current plan will jeopardize the safety of bikers,increase
accidents, turn terrible traffic into grid lock,A different plan is possible if DCR
and National Park have the resolve to tcreate a safe and enjoyable trail. The
plan should end at OLD COUNTY RD. FOLLOW THE POWER LINES TO LONG
POND. RETURN BIKERS TO RT 6 WITH A SAFE "SHARE THE ROAD" PLAN ON
LONG POND. Save more than money, save lives.
At the recent public meeting, while referring to the RT 6 portion, the DCR
promised : "We will do our best to make the path as safe as possible." No
one said the path would be safe, just, " as safe as possible". Implicit in
thepromise is the reality that the path can never be truly safe since it
parallels one of the most dangerous stretches of road in Wellfleet.
It is ironic that this path will begin at the "Ghost Bike",a tragic reminder of
just how dangerous it is for a bike to cross RT6. Yet, the the new parking
area will encourage bikers from Cove RD and other points south, to cross RT
6 for access to the Trail. The new path will also encourage bike traffic North
towards Main St, likely having bikers dash into traffic to access Pine Pt Road
for the scenic route into Town. Bikers are currently on RT 6, which everyone
agrees is a problem. The proposed path will make a perilous situation even
more dangerous. We should discourage biking on RT 6, not encourage it.
DCR should not sanction more biking and give bikers the impression that the
path offers "safe" passage. More "Ghost Bikes" will be needed.
We all agree that traffic is awful. Why make it worse by adding more bikes, a
trailhead and future cross walks and lights.? All will halt traffic, we will be
trapped in gridlock, the economy and quality of life will suffer. Air pollution,
from stalled cars, will increase. Rethink, please.

110Howard CT

Wellfleet

MA

02667
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Jill

Savitt

Good for everybody and for Cape Cod!

11/2/18 2:28 PM
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David

de Sola

11/2/18 2:37 PM
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Daniel

11/2/18 2:42 PM
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djill@hotmail.com

45 Cottage St.

New Haven

CT

06511

thedesolas@gmail.com
So glad to see this project moving forward. The Cape Cod Rail trail has
allowed me and my family, including young children, a safe pathway to
explore the Cape on our bikes. I have ridden many times from Wellfleet to
Provincetown on Route 6 and have been subjected to road rage and
harrowing events on several occasions. I don't see the Route 6 traffic getting
lighter or safer with time; thanks to all who are working to get this trail to
extend the length of the Cape!

334 Washington St.

SOMERVILLE

MA

02143

Kibler-Stearns

daks26@yahoo.com
I strongly support the extension of the rail trail. My family and I vacation
every year on Cape Cod, and love the CCRT. However, we really, really wish it
could be extended.

57 Pemberton St

CAMBRIDGE

MA

02140

Sarah

Pakstis

I think this would be a huge addition to the Cape community and help ease sarahpakstis@yahoo.com
the burden of needing a car for transportation. It would help local businesses
as well as cut down on vehicle traffic.

9 Berkeley Street

Somerville

MA

02143

Matthew

Mattozzi

matt.mattozzi@gmail.com
I am a frequent rail trail user and think it is AWESOME that it could be
extended further, even just 2 miles. The alternative on Route 6 is quite
dangerous, especially for inexperienced cyclists. If you would like to reduce
the traffic and incidents on Route 6, I implore you to finish this rail trail ASAP
*all the way to Provincetown*. Thank you.

64 Percival St, #2

Dorchester

MA

02122

#3

#2
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Mike

Riley

I would like to see the rail trail extend all the way to Provincetown, to make it Mikeyriley96232@aim.com
one of the most scenic and beautiful bike paths in the Northeast. This trail is
already a destination for some and with the eventual connection to
Provincetown it will soar in popularity.

11/2/18 5:13 PM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

John

Stafford

I support this improvement and expansion to Wellfleet. As a resident of
Provincetown this addition makes it closer to access the trail.

11/2/18 7:24 PM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Dave

Evans

Can you please tell me how I can find out about future meetings or the
planning process concerning bike path extensions in the outer cape?

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Kristine

11/2/18 7:55 PM

136 Bradford st

Provincetown MA

02657

jds0128@me.com

11 Ship's Way Road

Provincetown MA

02657

dmsirius@gmail.com

5 First Light Lane

Truro

02666

kgschroeder3@aol.com

48a Bradford St, unit 1

Provincetown KY

MA

My email address is dmsirius@gmail.com
Many thanks.
Dave Evans
5 First Light Ln
Truro 02666
Schroeder

Please extend the rail trail all the way to Provincetown.

02657
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Patricia

Brown

It is extremely unfortunate that the BostonMPO TIP Interactive Database is
currently off-line. As your message puts it "A new version of the database,
under development for the federal fiscal years (FFYs) 2020-2024 TIP, will be
available in early 2019."

patbrownian@me.com

34 Whispering Pine Road

Sudbury

MA

01776

120 Summer St.

Plymouth

MA

02360

95 race point rd #12

Provincetown MA

02657

This makes it very difficult to understand what, exactly, is proposed for the
Cape Code Rail Trail Wellfleet Extension, for which the deadline for public
comments is November 8, 2018. While I do have access to the presentation
here:
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/10/23/CCRT%20Extention%20
Public%20PPT%2010-22-18c.pdf I am unable to understand the priority
within the community, the project cost, and the competing priorities.
I am forced to rely on media reports (e.g
http://provincetown.wickedlocal.com/news/20181025/bike-path-plan-elicitsfears-and-cheers-in-wellfleet ) for an understanding of what how this project
would affect the community.
It would be helpful if the TIP Interactive Database could be made available
before requesting public comment.
Thank you for your consideration in this.

11/2/18 10:35 PM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Tom

Cummiskey

I come to Wellfleet and the Outer Cape from Plymouth and the extension of sacredenergyheals@gmail.com
the rail trail bike way would be a valuable project not only for vacationers
and visitors but the overall population.

11/3/18 11:34 AM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Brian

Fitzpatrick

This is great, extending the bike trail. Add more! Thanks

fuzzzy@gmail.com
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Joann

Ahlberg

I am in favor of extending the rail trail to Wellfleet. I think it will attract
people looking for healthy, affordable, recreation and exercise.

joannahlberg9@gmail.com

11/3/18 5:29 PM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Amanda

Sindel-Keswick

thesindelk@gmail.com
I want to express my support for this extension. The Cape Cod Trail is a
wonderful way to explore the Cape, but it needs full connection to the major
entryways, such as Provincetown.

11/3/18 9:58 PM

Cape Cod Rail
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November 8,
2018

william

Lord

I support the extension of the rail trail bike path for bike safety reasons and
also to make it more attractive to the tourists that come to Cape Cod to see
the natural beauty of the Cape.

11/4/18 7:13 AM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
Extension deadline
November 8,
2018

Doug

Brown

douglas_p_brown@yahoo.com
I strongly support the extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail in Wellfleet. The
continued expansion of this trail network is essential if we are to promote
legitimate alternatives to single-occupant vehicles. Please fund and complete
the project as soon as practical. In addition, please continue the trail north to
Truro and Provincetown, as there is currently no safe option for traveling on
Route 6 and no alternative routes that cover the same distance. Thank you
for your continuing efforts to protect our most vulnerable road users.

lordwwl@gmail.com

11 East Shore Drive

Parsonsfield

ME

04047

Cambridge

MA

02141

5 Nelson Ave.

Provincetown MA

02657

122 Shore Road

North Truro

02652

103 Gore St.

Apt. 8

MA
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Judith

Ahern

jude@judeahern.com
It is a terrible and dangerous idea to end the extension on route 6 where a
young bicyclist was killed just a few years ago. It is absolutely insane to put a
flashing yellow light and expect route 6 traffic to stop for already poorly
behaved bikers. Does anyone from the state even realize that you've also
forced Wellfleet to allow an expanded Cumberland Farms with new gas tanks
and with no restrictions about exiting only one way? That the state is also
proposing a rotary nearby? Lastly, the bike trail is dangerous at night, ask any
of our hardworking J1 visa workers, especially young women, who can't ride
home on it after dark because of sketchy people hiding in the woods. I am
not an abutting property owner just a reasonable person and honestly, this is
a bad idea unless you extend the path properly across route 6 and into town
that way and out through town the Mack way towards Truro.

PO Box 394

South Wellfleet MA

02663

11/4/18 11:14 AM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
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Jim

Schmidt

We own a cottage in West Harwich. A favorite outing for my family is a long schmidtify@gmail.com
bike ride on the CCRT. We enjoy biking the current length of the trail to
Lecount Hollow. It would be great to go all the way to Wellfleet. We want to
express our enthusiastic support for this proposed extension of the trail!

547 Acorn Park Drive

Acton

MA

01720

11/4/18 9:55 PM
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Paula

Fitzgerald

Rail trails are not only a huge public amenity, but also provide substantial
tourism dollars to communities. This would be a big plus for the Cape.

419 Emery st

Longmont

CO

80501

11/5/18 9:42 AM
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Trail Wellfleet
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November 8,
2018

Adam

Solomon

asolomon@hotmail.com
I STRONGLY support extending the Cape Cod rail trail. In the summer I
regularly ride from Boston to Provincetown. The rail trail is used and enjoyed
by a wide variety of people -- locals, tourists, cycling enthusiasts, people who
ride once a year, etc. It's a gem and I hope to see it extended all the way
from Provincetown to the Canal.

37 Saint Paul St. Apt 2

Brookline

MA

02446

Thank you, Jim Schmidt
fitzpaula@gmail.com
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Mary Beth

Dyer

mbd16@icloud.com
Hi There,
I am a frequent cycling commuter and fully support the proposed extension. I
have cycled that section using rte 6 many times and it is quite dangerous. The
proposed extension would get folks off of rte 6 and be greatly used all during
the year, especially during the summer months. Please support it.
Thank you,
MB Dyer

11/5/18 1:30 PM

Cape Cod Rail
Trail Wellfleet
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November 8,
2018

Fran

Widdick

Please support the prosed extension in Wellfleet. It would enhance the rail
trail and offer a safer way to cycle into Wellfleet.
Thank You,
Fran Widdick- avid cyclist

widdick@mac.com

PO Box 674

Truro

MA

02666

5125 State Highway

Eastham

MA

02642
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GLENN

GUILLEMETTE

glenn.guillemette@gmail.com
I am writing to express my concerns over the proposed CCRT extension
through the town of Wellfleet. While I understand the benefits of extending
the existing bike trail there are two major concerns with the current proposal
that should be considered before extending the trail as currently planned.

One: The proposed plan would have the CCRT extended onto Route 6, the
primary route used to traverse the outer Cape. Route 6, which is the only
main road running from Orleans to Provincetown, is heavily travelled during
the peak seasons (Spring, Summer, Fall) and there are already significant
traffic jams, slowdowns, and over-congestion. Having the CCRT extend onto
this thoroughfare would only exacerbate the problem. This congestion is a
significant area of concern as it is and adding the travel lanes, cross walks,
new traffic lights, etc. will only make things worse.
Two: Safety. Allowing bike traffic to share an already over used road will
increase traffic accidents and injuries to both bicyclists and motorists. The
bike trail is used by many families visiting the Cape. Much of the existing
CCRT is not shared with traffic, which affords users with a sense of safety.
The proposed extension plans to put bicyclists on one of the busiest roads on
Cape Cod. Combine that with families that are thinking the CCRT is a safe
route and allow their children to use the bike routes. Now, these bikers on
the proposed extended CCRT will share the road with motor vehicles on one
of the busiest roads on the Cape. I foresee many tragic accidents if this is
allowed to happen.
There must be a better and safer way of extending the CCRT through the
outer Cape. Please consider the above prior to continuing with this poorly
thought out proposal.

340 Lt. Island Rd

PO Box 1486

WELLFLEET

MA

02667
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shannon

bertrand

bertrands@nausetschools.org
I would like to have someone visit my property with me to walk through
exactly what the grade is going to look like abutting my property at 15 dow
drive, as well as discuss plans for visual privacy as the railroad bed sits above
my property and as such you can see clearly into my house and backyard.
thank you, shannon

15 dow drive

wellfleet

MA

02667

11/5/18 3:07 PM
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Terry & Roberta

Buckmiller

We are totally opposed to the completion of the bike trail on the remaining bertabeach@gmail.com
rail trail in Wellfleet. We believe in the haste to complete this bike path,
thorough consideration has not been given into what happens when it dumps
out onto Rt. 6. This is the only bike path on Cape Cod that enters into a
major highway. This is an extremely dangerous location due to the busy
businesses right next to it which includes Cumberland Farms, Liquors & More
and PJ's plus the main entrance to Wellfleet Center and the constant traffic
going in and out of Cahoon Hollow Road. In our opinion you are not acting in
the best interest of the people of Wellfleet. Again we repeat, we are
opposed to the extension.

80 Cahoon Hollow Road

Wellfleet

MA

02667

11/5/18 3:36 PM
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Robert

Magher

bcmagher@aol.com
I support the Rail Trail extension, but am very concerned for riders that
continue on Route 6 and need to make their way past Cumberland Farms,
The Boat Yard, PJs restaurant, Cahoon Hollow Rd. as well as the stop light.
That is quite a qauntlet of speeding traffic and turning cars. How will they
cross the highway if they wish to go into town? The ride into town presents
its own challenges. I feel strongly that you should have found another way or
delayed construction until you were able to provide a safe corridor for riders.
I fear that some families will assume the road is safe for riders of all ages.
In my opinion, it most certainly is not.
Thank you for you consideration.
Bob

PO Box 1303

110 Howard Ct. Wellfleet

MA

02667
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Tom

Lamar

I am writing in support of the proposed Wellfleet extension of the Cape Cod
Rail Trail. For several summers, I have biked the length of Cape Cod. The
route currently includes scenic vistas along the coast, leisurely connections
through quaint towns, and a safe stretch of the existing CCRT. However,
accessing the CCRT from major transit stations also currently requires a
significant amount of biking on dangerous, unpleasant roads. Extending the
CCRT will make biking a safer and more pleasant option for more people.
I look forward to eventually enjoying a completed CCRT running the entire
length of the Cape, and the Wellfleet extension is a valuable portion of that
project.
Tom Lamar

tflamar@gmail.com

66 Adams St

Somerville

MA

02145
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shannon

bertrand

I am very strongly opposed to the proposed bike trail extension and parking
lot in Wellfleet.

bertrands@nausetschools.org

15 dow drive

wellfleet

MA

2667

bertabeach@gmail.com

80 Cahoon Hollow Road

Wellfleet

MA

2667

I was born and raised in beautiful Wellfleet, MA, as was my family. Our
family owns property on Joshua Lane (2450 State Highway) which abuts this
proposed project on the old rail road. People use this beautiful, safe and
quiet space for walking, exercisng their dogs and riding their horses. It is one
of the unspoiled, old feel portions of Wellfleet and this proposed bike
trail/parking area will be taking away some of Wellfleet's beautiful charm
which has been here for many years.
This proposed extension and parking area would make for overcrowding of
our ponds and take away revenue from our town as it will allow people to
park for free, not needing to purchase beach stickers to access our ponds and
beaches.
Now on the safety aspect of this proposed plan: It would be a death
sentence for bikers who, in my experience, don't even stop at the already
posted stop signs where roads connect, let alone stopping before they head
out into traffic onto the already extremely dangerous Route 6 where just a
few short years ago took the life of a young man.
It seems ridiculous to me to spoil this beautiful area, only to create danger
for cyclists, when just up the road there is already a large "safe" parking area
and trail for riders to begin and end.

11/6/18 9:44 AM

Cape Cod Rail
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Terry & Roberta

Buckmiller

Let's make this happen! Rail trails are good for business and tend to
*increase* property values nearby. Check out the recent study in NW
Arkansas by People for Bikes: https://peopleforbikes.org/blog/bicyclingprovides-137-million-in-economic-benefits-to-northwest-arkansas/
My friends lead an annual bike trip from Boston to Provincetown - the more
appealing you can make the route, the more business (like us) you'll attract.
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Jim

Magher

I wholeheartedly support this project. It is consistent with widely accepted
policy around a Cape-wide Trails network, but, as with all other trails, this
extension will significantly improve the safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, and
motorists in that very busy corridor.

bcmagher@aol.com

PO Box 1303

110 Howard Ct. Wellfleet

MA

2667

15005 Clooney Lane

Charlotte

NC

28262

66 Adams St

Somerville

MA

2145

Ken Cheitlin
Pocasset, MA
Member of the Board of Directors, Friends of the Bourne Rail Trail
Member of the Town Administrator’s Advisory Committee on Pedestrian
Bikeway Pathway, Town of Bourne

Koerth

kfamtl@verizon.net
My husband owns a home in Wellfleet and I very much support continuing
the Rail Trail. As a cyclist and driver, I know how narrow the roads are, and
how much better it would be if more bikes could be off the roads and on
trails. Plus, as it is now with bike lanes on Rte 6 the noise and pollution makes
for less nice biking (along with more traffic hazards-which no one needs in
the summer, especially!).

The rail trail will be safer, bring more cyclists to Wellfleet, and make Wellfleet
nicer for car and cyclists alike.
Thank you,
Lydia Thompson
11/6/18 3:25 PM
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Tom

Lamar

tflamar@gmail.com
I am a cyclist who has lived and worked on the Cape since I was a child. I
know well, the limited options for safe biking on Cape roadways and walking
on Cape sidewalks. I now live in Orleans full time and am the Chair of the
Orleans Bike and Pedestrian Committee. We are charged with ensuring safe
biking and walking routes in our town but see the CCRT as a hub for our
activity. We have many residents and visitors who cycle and walk through
Orleans on their way to Wellfleet. Continuing the CCRT to enhance the
already popular route to experience the Cape is essentail to meet state and
local goals of safe routes and "complete streets".
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Amy

Devin

I am writing to support the Wellfleet Rail Trail Extension project. As a
homeowner and summer resident of Truro, I would be glad to see funding
used for increased access and safety for biking on the outer Cape.

amy.e.devin@gmail.com

53 Henry St

Cambridge
MA

11/7/18 10:05 AM
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Kathleen

Bornhorst

I write in opposition to the propose extension of the bike trail for the following
reasons. I am not an abutter.

kbornhorst@comcast.net

70 howard court p o box 801

wellfleet MA

1. The far end of the proposed extension dumps bikers onto the most dangerous
stretch of Route 6 on the Outer Cape. Residents concern for safety is evidenced by a
recent meeting with DOT. DCR should review the report and tape from that meeting.
2. In its presentation, DCR admitted that the area from the end of the bike trail to the
light is a "pinch point" and it was working with DOT to solve the problem. Why add to
the problem?
3. DCR stated that the bike rail from Main Street in Wellfleet to Truro on a bikers path
won't be used by families with young children.
How does DCR reach that conclusion? Many of the bikers will be unfamiliar with the
area and will not know the dangers of Route 6. Even those who do, may ignore them.
Why even create the situation in the first place?
4. Bikers will cross Route 6 at the end of the trail. Common sense never seems to
prevail. Already one sees adults with children trying to cross Route 6 - even in the high
traffic of summer. Why encourage such dangerous behavior?
5. The proposed 10' bike path would cross the intersection of Cahoon Hollow Road
and Route 6. Exit from and entrance to Cahoon Hollow during the summer is already
treacherous. The planned reduction of Route 6 to one lane, coupled with an adjacent
bike path will make safe entrance from and entrance to Cahoon Hollow virtually
impossible.
6. Consider ending the bike trail at Paine Campground.
To paraphrase Voltaire, dont let a bike plan be the enemy of safety for all.
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Barbara

Taylor

I live in Wellfleet. My husband and I have biked, walked or rollerbladed on the CCRT
for years. Currently, I enjoy the CCRT regularly and if the Extension is built, I'll use it.
However, I am adamantly opposed to it being built.
The Extension will bring many bikers to Route 6 at a congested and hazardous area and
it is not a stand-alone project. You already are working with DOT on a "connector" and
extension Bike Path to Truro as part of your "Vision". These expensive projects will lead
to increased biker injuries and worse traffic congestion in Wellfleet, as well as adverse
impacts on: residents, businesses, and the environment. And, the addition of an
intrusive Bike Path along Route 6 and other bike accommodations will forever alter the
character and charm of Wellfleet by urbanizing it.
Many people believe any bike path will keep them "safe", especially when they are
repeatedly assured it will, and they haven't yet had a serious accident. But, bike
accidents do happen on both roads and bikeways, and each year about 500,000 bikers
go to emergency rooms with injuries, including TBIs.
Most bike paths reduce biker risks by limiting crossings and keeping bikers away from
busy roads. Your "Vision" Bike Path does the opposite. Being directly adjacent to
Route 6 and crossing many side roads and residential/business driveways, where
thousands of vehicles turn in and out every summer day, it maximizes rather than
minimizes the risks to bikers. It also encourages bikers to cross Route 6 at various
locations (there is no way to install enough Route 6 crossings for all bikers) and wrong
way biking.
The bottom line is this: you cannot make biking along and across Route 6 "safe".
The CCRT Extension sounds like a good idea until you look deeper. I've looked deeper
and it is a grave mistake. Wellfleet does not deserve to be treated so poorly. Don't let
the desire for a continuous bike path to Provincetown override common sense.
Barbara Taylor, Ph.D.

paramita8@aol.com

P. O. 1420

50 Howard Court
Wellfleet MA
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martha

hevenor

I am a direct abutter to the railroad bed. I also bicycle. While I support efforts to
encourage bicycling as a transportation mode, I have significant concerns about the
proposed multi-use path design for the railroad bed. The project's proposed
expansive clearing and paving of this scenic rural area would adversely impact its
beauty and the essence of what Wellfleet residents and visitors treasure about the
Outer Cape. I had hoped that DCR would propose a more context sensitive design that
would minimize clearing, loss of the tree canopy and addition of asphalt into this
beautiful area. The area also supports numerous rare plant and wildlife species; I know
because I see them regularly. That alone should necessitate a better design with
minimal disturbance, habitat destruction, and asphalt..
The proposed parallel access road would further impact the scenic character of the
area and is unnecessary.. We do not need to create another road for the few houses
that have access to the railroad bed. ( I am one.) For this short distance, vehicles could
use the trail to reach their driveways. I have seen this done on other bike paths and
would encourage DCR to consider that in this location.
I also have concerns about creating another parking area - adding more pavement,
further clearing. and encouraging more car travel. The parking area at Lecount Hollow
has plenty of spaces available and fills to capacity only a few days a year during peak
season. Adding more parking would draw more cars and suburbanize Wellfleet.
I also would encourage DCR to consider using a hardened non asphalt surface for tat
least part of the proposed path. Wellfleetians and visitors to Wellfleet especially
appreciate our sandy trails and dirt roads. it would be wonderful to keep the area
unpaved.
Thank you.

marthahe@comcast.net

PO Box 713

South Wellfleet
MA
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Tom

Francis

The Wellfleet CCRT extension, as presented on 10/22/18, is an important link in the
active transport network from the Cape Cod Canal to Provincetown. This project
develops a valuable asset by continuing a recreation and transportation corridor for
the Outer Cape, which will increase safety, decrease traffic pressure on local roads, and
spur economic development for the businesses in Wellfleet.
This trail extension will provide a low-stress alternative to a two mile stretch of Rt 6,
where the posted speed limit is 45 mph and walking and biking seem stressful and
dangerous. Improvements for navigating Lecount Hollow Road will also increase safety
for vulnerable road users, such as bikers and walkers, and allow people of all abilities to
enjoy recreation in beautiful Cape Cod. Planned MassDOT improvements to the Rt
6/Cahoon Hollow Road/Main Street intersection will be a remarkable improvement in
safety for all users.
The trail extension will also provide the 155 campsites at Paine's Campground (now
under DCR ownership) with a low-stress and active option for accessing stores at
Lecount Hollow Road and by Cahoon Hollow Road. Current options for campers and
South Wellfleet residents are Rt 6 and Old Kings Highway Road, which have no
shoulder or sidewalks. The trail extension provides a convenient and safe alternative
which will attract more trail users and, in turn, relieve some motor traffic pressure
from Rt 6 during the summer season.
Additionally, I'd like to recognize that the difficulties associated with further extending
the Cape Cod Rail Trail directly into Wellfleet Center are substantial but not impossible.
I strongly encourage MassDOT and the DCR to pursue an extension via Way 68 and the
former rail bed through to Commercial Street in Wellfleet. The last half mile into
Wellfleet Center has no shoulder or sidewalks and is harrowing or impossible to
negotiate for vulnerable roadway users.

BostonTomF@gmail.com

124 Highgate Street

NeedhamMA
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Tom

Schardt

I am a 30 year avid cyclist on Cape Cod from my home in Wellfleet. I was very
interested in hearing the plans for Wellfleet but I would like to voice my
comments/concerns after listening to the presentation and comments.
1) It was presented that the current plan calls for the extension to be from the current
South Wellfleet bike trail ending and to extend along the old rail trail to Route 6 in
Wellfleet. Given all the traffic during the summer months on Rt. 6 (estimated that the
current bike trail in the busy summer months, has in excess of 250 cyclists per hour), I
believe this to be a poor decision in putting cyclists right in harm’s way on Rt. 6 and to
promote this. Safety is my concern. There was a death right at this junction 3 years
ago with a young person attempting to cross Rt 6 there.
2) I was very concerned about the "future plans" from extending from the planned Rt.
6 to the light on Main Street and beyond. This area is already congested with
businesses and traffic, especially during the busy season. I don't feel safe in my car
driving this area and fear for the safety and lives of the cyclists attempting to ride here.
I always avoid this area on my bike.
3) One presenter asked the simple question, "who locally is driving this decision and
why". There are multiple back road routes in Wellfleet from the current termination
point in South Wellfleet. We do this today. Why not just give cyclists options/choices
vs a "build it and they will come" approach? This is a better option at a much lessor
cost as no or very minimal infrastructure would be needed.
4) Lastly, a comment was made to extend the South Wellfleet trail end to Paine Hollow
Camp grounds, for a short-term plan, to allow time to think through the plan more
thoroughly. I support this as well. Let’s not rush into this.
Safety is my major concern with the current plan to Rt 6. Rider choices (alternative
routes on existing back roads) would be a better

thomasjschardt@gmail.com

15 Howard Court

Wellfleet MA
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William

Schineller

The Cape Cod Rail Trail is an excellent amenity on the Cape, enjoyed by pedestrians,
rollerbladers, and cyclists including myself.
Has a partnership between electric ratepayers and DCR been considered to pay for the
Wellfleet Extension?
ISO-NewEngland’s geographic diagram of high voltage Transmission lines in the region
indicates that only a single line exists between Orleans and Wellfleet.
If a new transmission line were constructed along this corridor, it would in some way
conceivably increas electric reliability to the region. Costs for clearing, leveling,
trenching, design, legal and environmental work could be absorbed by electric
ratepayers. The result could be a multi-use, alternative transportation, recreation, and
utility truck path.
On balance this might be best for the region.
For-profit, so-called ‘public’ utilities such as Eversource Energy could facilitate the flow
of power and funds.
I would urge that DCR create some slides describing such an arrangement as a PublicPrivate Partnership with ‘Private Investment’, and present them to the municipalities
and groups of Friends on Cape Cod, before committing to the use of actual taxpayer
funds or donations from 501c(3) charitable advocacy groups.
If new high voltage transmission would not benefit the region, then re-routing the
proposed trail extension to follow underneath existing overhead transmission lines is
another option wothe strong consideration and presentation to by Commissioner Roy
at a public forum.
The ISO-NE transmission diagram may be found here https://www.iso-ne.com/staticassets/documents/2016/07/New-England-Geographic-Diagram-Transmission-PlanningThrough-2026.pdf

bschineller@yahoo.com

37 Jarman Road

Sudbury MA

noisecapella@gmail.com

81 School St #1

SomervilleMA

I would prefer to see the Wellfleet Extension to CCRT implemented without a
transmission line, but understand that Eversource and Reliability justifications allegedly
open the door for ‘free money’ and a way around local environmental concerns.
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George

Schneeloch

I love the existing Cape Cod bike trails. I rode from Boston to Provincetown
back in 2012. When my company has retreats in Cape Cod we usually ride
sections of the trails nearby. Please build this out fully!
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Nathan

Robinson

Dear Commissioner Roy,
We are writing to express our enthusiastic support for the Department of Conservation
and Recreation’s (DCR) proposed extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail from its northern
terminus at Lecount Hollow Road to Wellfleet Center. The proposed two-mile
extension will directly connect the Cape Cod Rail Trail with Wellfleet center along the
former rail corridor and provide a safe transportation option for local residents and
visitors to the Outer Cape. Utilization of the former rail corridor provides the safest
option for all users and a context-sensitive design that respects the Outer Cape’s
natural habitats and wilderness.
Walking and cycling along Route 6A is extremely dangerous and this project has the
potential to make significant safety improvements by diverting cyclists and pedestrians
from this heavily traveled thoroughfare to the proposed shared use path. The
extension in Wellfleet is part of the larger vision to develop a shared use path network
across Cape Cod—a vision that has been broadly supported by the Cape’s residents,
visitors, and business community.
The residents of the Commonwealth have benefitted significantly from this
Administration’s recognition that “trails” and paths represent significant infrastructure
investments that make our communities and regions more livable and economically
competitive, while greatly enhancing the quality of life for the Cape’s residents. We
thank you for your leadership on this issue and reiterate our strong support for DCR’s
proposed extension project in Wellfleet.
Sincerely,

Nathan Robinson, President,
Friends of the Bourne Rail Trail

Info@bournerailtrail.org

P.O. Box 3092

Pocasset MA

I write in opposition to the proposed extension of the bike trail for the reasons stated below. I am not
an abutter.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The far end of the proposed trail dumps bikers onto the most dangerous stretch of Route 6 on
the Outer Cape. Residents concern for safety is evidenced by presentations at a recent meeting
with DOT. DCR should review the report and tape of the meeting. Note, the proposed end of
the bike trail is immediately across Route 6 from a “ghost bike” raised in memory of a young
biker who was killed there several years ago while trying to cross.
In its presentation, DCR admitted that the area from the end of the rail trail to the light is a
“pinch point” and it was working with DOT to try to solve the problem. Why add to the
problem?
DCR presumes that the bike trail from Main Street in Wellfleet to Truro on a bike path won’t be
used by families with young children. How does DCR reach that conclusion? How does DCR
plan to prevent it? Many of the bikers will be new to the area and will not necessarily know of
the dangers. Others won’t care. I frequently see inexperienced bikers and families with young
children attempting to navigate Route 6. The proposed bike trail will be encourage dangerous
behavior.
Bikers will be tempted to cross Route 6 at the end of the bike trail. Common sense never seems
to prevail as I see people, often with young children attempting to cross – even in the high
traffic of the summer. Why tempt bikers?
The 10’ bike path would cross the intersection of Route 6 and Cahoon Hollow Road. Exit from
and entrance to Cahoon Hollow Road during the summer is treacherous already (no one dares
to turns left). The planned reduction of Route 6 to one lane coupled with an adjacent bike path
will make safe exit from and entrance to Cahoon Hollow road virtually impossable during the
summer.
Consider ending the bike trail at Paine Hollow campground.

To paraphrase Voltaire, don’t let a bike plan be the enemy of safety for all.

Kathleen Bornhorst, Wellfleet, MA

Dear DCR Representative,
We are residents of 2480 State Hwy, Wellfleet. Please consider these observations and suggestions
concerning the “Route 6 Trail Terminus Proposed Conditions” as contained in the Power Point
presentation given October 22, 2018 by the DCR and Santec. We offer these comments because the
proposed trail terminus development significantly impacts the value, function, and use or our residential
property which northern border is shared with the southern border of the proposed trail terminus
development. Beyond the personal impact we will experience, we also offer these observations as the
trail terminus proposed conditions present a number of traffic safety issues above and beyond which
will be shared by the broader community.

These are the ways the proposed terminus will affect our use of our residential property:
1. The proposed sighting of a port-a-potty and picnic area is within close sight and hearing of the
backyard of our home.
2. All parking spots shown in the parking lot development align car headlights directly against our
property border.
3. Our house resides at a significantly higher elevation than the parking lot so all problems arising
from line of sight night time lighting and other issues affecting our privacy cannot be
ameliorated by the addition of fences or vegetation.
4. Sanitation vehicles servicing the composting toilet/port-a-potty typically operate in early
morning hours and will present a noise nuisance to our home.
5. A proposed picnic area (with or without trash receptacles) will create an additional litter burden
on our property.
6. The parking lot being sited almost solely along our property boundary is a clear detraction from
the value and function of our property but serves as a functional enhancement to the value and
use of the commercial retail property that borders the northern length of the proposed trail
terminus, this amounts to an unfair distribution of costs and benefits to relevant property
abutters.
This is the broader impact the trail terminus will have on the Wellfleet community:
1. Recently a young cyclist died directly across from the proposed trail terminus as a result of a
motor vehicle traffic accident. Adding a parking lot and increased vehicle traffic to this section of
Route 6 will only make conditions here more dangerous.
2. The addition of a bus stop to the trail terminus will increase traffic congestion and be a threat to
cyclists, motorists and those abutting residents with curb cuts nearby.
3. A quick survey of elevations along the length of the proposed parking area and picnic area will
quickly show that extensive excavation will be required to fully develop the 80 foot right of way
necessary to provide space for the proposed terminus development. There are both high banks
and low depressions.
4. The southwestern most corner of the proposed parking development contains a depression
continuing onto 2480 State Highway where a drainage right of way is already developed and
exists servicing the state highway. Changes in grade required by the terminus development may
affect this drainage improvement.

5. Drainage conditions for 2480 State Highway will likely be significantly changed by the excavation
necessary to develop the trail terminus parking lot and could possibly effect State Highway
drainage.
6. The intended function of the parking lot as bike trail access will likely be superseded by other
traffic and parking demands presented by Wellfleet’s summer tourism market. This parking lot
offers quick access to Duck Pond, a popular swimming destination and currently the subject of
National Seashore Conservation efforts. Wellfleet ocean beaches are another source of parking
lot use and traffic. Commercial retail development directly North of the parking lot is another
likely source of parking lot use and traffic. This parking lot will be a focal point of Wellfleet
Oysterfest traffic and use. All of these uses preclude the use of this parking lot by the target
audience- cyclists.

Suggestions:
We are excited about the proposed extension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail and support it. Our
observations and criticisms can be easily redressed by making these simple changes to the proposed
to the route 6 trail terminus development.
1. Discard the proposed parking lot, picnic area, rest area, port-a-potty terminus design in
favor of the simpler proposed Route 6 Trail Terminus development plan which feature only
a bicycle path and bicycle path S-bend ending the proposed rail trail extension at Route 6.
This ameliorates numerous traffic safety issues and significantly reduces the impact of the
proposed trail terminus development on all abutting properties equally.
2. Reconsider the route 6 rail terminus rail development altogether and terminate the trail at
Old King’s Highway instead where traffic safety issues are significantly fewer.
3. Reconsider routing bicycle traffic onto route 6 in favor of routing bicycle traffic onto an
alternative right of way development traveling north along the utility corridor to Long Pond
road where a pre-existing bridge would serve as ready-made, safe passage for bicycle traffic
into Wellfleet center.

Sincerely,
Peter and Rebecca Noble
2480 State Highway
Wellfleet, MA 02667

From: Tom Schardt [mailto:thomasjschardt@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 12:16 PM
To: Parks, Mass (DCR)
Subject: Wellfleet bike trail extension

I am a 30 year avid cyclist on Cape Cod from my home in Wellfleet. I was very
interested in hearing the plans for Wellfleet but I would like to voice my
comments/concerns after listening to the presentation and comments.
1) It was presented that the current plan calls for the extension to be from the current
South Wellfleet bike trail ending and to extend along the old rail trail to Route 6 in
Wellfleet. Given all the traffic during the summer months on Rt. 6 (estimated that the
current bike trail in the busy summer months, has in excess of 250 cyclists per hour), I
believe this to be a poor decision in putting cyclists right in harm’s way on Rt. 6 and to
promote this. Safety is my concern. There was a death right at this junction 3 years
ago with a young person attempting to cross Rt 6 there.
2) I was very concerned about the "future plans" from extending from the planned Rt. 6
to the light on Main Street and beyond. This area is already congested with businesses
and traffic, especially during the busy season. I don't feel safe in my car driving this
area and fear for the safety and lives of the cyclists attempting to ride here. I always
avoid this area on my bike.
3) One presenter asked the simple question, "who locally is driving this decision and
why". There are multiple back road routes in Wellfleet from the current termination
point in South Wellfleet. We do this today. Why not just give cyclists options/choices
vs a "build it and they will come" approach? This is a better option at a much lessor
cost as no or very minimal infrastructure would be needed.
4) Lastly, a comment was made to extend the South Wellfleet trail end to Paine Hollow
Camp grounds, for a short-term plan, to allow time to think through the plan more
thoroughly. I support this as well. Let’s not rush into this.
Safety is my major concern with the current plan to Rt 6. Rider choices (alternative
routes on existing back roads) would be a better approach.
Tom Schardt
15 Howard Court
Wellfleet, MA

From: taylorb50 [mailto:paramita3@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2018 4:19 PM
To: Parks, Mass (DCR)
Subject: Wellfleet Rail Trail Extension

While living in Wellfleet, I’ve bicycled on the Rail Trail, the roads, and all through
the woods. However, I believe the plan for the Rail Trail extension to Route 6 is
extremely careless and wrong.
Right now, I believe that Wellfleet is the major traffic bottleneck on the Outer Cape
during the summer. We are worse off than other towns. Traffic becomes a prominent
issue for much I try to do in the summer. The traffic is often unpleasant and irritating,
unreliable. In fact, summer traffic is the single worst thing about Wellfleet, amidst so
much that is otherwise idyllic. And the traffic is unstable, adversely affected by many
things.
And so, the plan is to feed many bicycles onto Route 6 at one of the already most
congested spots? Outrageous! Let’s make traffic backups worse.
Since that could not be for the best welfare of Wellfleet, it feels that Wellfleet is being
used for some narrow interests – Wellfleet is being sacrificed. And it makes me very
sad and angry!
Sincerely,
Robert W Taylor
Wellfleet resident

